
 

 

 

The Araujo Report 
Institutional Position Analysis and Forecast 

 

January 1st 2020 => Happy New Year! 
Based on the Commitments of Traders data reported on:  December 24th 2019 

 
 

Happy New Year everyone! I can’t tell you how blessed I feel to be doing what I do each and every day. Working alongside you all has been one of 

the best experiences I’ve had in my professional and personal life. This year was an amazing experience. At the school we have been growing at a 
steady pace as students begin to realize the work we are doing here and decide to make this the spot they want to learn to trade the currency 
markets. So welcome to all the new students! 
 
As you know, the markets are one of the most complex mysteries to understand and rightfully so. There are so many moving parts and factors that 
play into what makes the markets move. What we need to do in order to be successful in trading is to learn how to do intelligent chart analysis. 
Intelligent chart analysis required us to follow a few steps in a process that will allow ourselves to discover the ways in which the institutions come 
into the markets, move price and then offload their positions for profits. In between these stages many other things will take place that make 
matters that much more complicated but the answers are there, hidden in the charts for you to unveil. I’ve been personally applying the 

techniques used in classical learning to the charts in order to learn its secrets for over 5 years now and what I’ve learned has been mind blowing 
and this adventure doesn’t stop. I keep working away each and every day to discover more mysteries of how price moves and why it does what it 
does. 
 
There are many ways to interpret the markets but in reality, there is only one truth of what the markets are doing and why they do it. How do I 
know this? Because this has become my life’s work and my passion and what I am discovering is there is a right and a wrong way to do analysis on a 
chart and the right way always leads to being able to predict the markets moves with incredible accuracy. We are doing what the mainstream says 
is not possible to do and we are doing it because we are applying real principles and concepts that allow us to do real intelligent chart analysis. 

 

📊 In the Markets:  We have a lot of big moves that we have anticipated for the end of the year to take place, currently playing out. The #dollar  

has dropped and penetrated its weekly demand zone again but we still have yet to have the weekly candle close but it’s looking very much like we 
have that zone removed. The #dollars monthly chart has a difficult to read area which can produce very 

different analysis has is crucial to what we expect from price in the months to come. Nonetheless we’ll 
be monitoring this market closely to establish the legitimacy of the zones. 
 
#Gold has rallied from the monthly supply zone just as we had expected and now price can easily move 

higher to test the monthly supply higher. This would be the natural path for price to take and would be 
easily facilitated with more weakness from the #dollar. Likely this will take place, with the dollar, as we 
can see the dollar pairs showing similar evidence that they will continue dropping lower as well. Both the 
#usdcad and the #usdchf broke through their weekly demand zones and as for the #usdcad it has opened 
a path for a move much lower to take place. The #usdjpy on the other hand is very hesitant to drop 

alongside #dollar weakness and this was to be expected with the higher timeframe forces pushing price upwards. 
 
The #eurusd and #gbpusd strength is what we were expecting as well. The #pound being the stronger of the two has established great strength and 
we can see in the data that institutions are now officially net long the pair. We see more upside coming in the months to come alongside some 
trading opportunities as we. 

 

 



 

💼 Portfolio:  

We are now positioned with some long and short theme trades. Profits have been locked in on one of them and will be looking to add to the other. Overall 
performance of the portfolio for 2019 based on equity is +43.42%. Moving into the new year we will be focused on not missing opportunities as we did this 
year. Needless to say, there is a lot more room for improvement which should result in better returns.  

 
 Opened some short $USDCAD positions for a theme trade. 
 Opened long theme positions on the #cadjpy. Took some profits of 1.15% so far.  
 Closed the $usdjpy theme short positions for a profit of +0.50% on the portfolio. Would be more but swaps ate it. ;) 
 Closed the shorts on the $audusd theme trade for total profit of +1.20% return on the portfolio. 
 Closed the short positions on the #Gold WK/MN theme trade for a +4.20% return on the portfolio. 
 The long theme trade on the $usdchf has been closed for a +9.38% return on the portfolio. 
 Closed the theme long positions on $usdjpy trade which resulted in a +2.09% return on the portfolio. 
 #gold theme short trade has been closed for a +7.2% on the portfolio. 
 Closed the $usdcad theme long positions for a +5.55% return on the portfolio.. 

 

 
 

 How to become eligible to graduate to Level 2    To be eligible to graduate to level 2 of education YOU MUST complete two (2) full Chart 
Analysis Classes. Each class is broken down into 8 – 10 separate sessions. Completing these parts includes completing and submitting your 
homework each and every week. Once you have done this, we will review your work and decide if your skills and comprehension are at a level 
suitable to move up to level 2. We do this to ensure you are ready when you are presented with you new set of lessons. The work we do in level 2 
is a lot more involved and having a good understanding of level 1 concepts and principles is necessary. Put in the work and you will be rewarded! 

 
Volatility Alert: Nothing of any importance is being released this week.  

 

 
GOLD:  Institutional traders have a VERY STRONG BULLISH SENTIMENT. 
Force of Price 

FORCES Mn Trend up / Force is up  Wk Trend up   

Overview: Price consolidated on the weekly chart and as it did we can see the institutions increased their longs from 344k to 364k which puts longs into very 
aggressive territory. We have since seen price break out to the upside with the monthly demand force in play causing the move. With monthly demand in play, 
the markets will naturally want to push price back up towards the tested monthly supply higher up in the 1550’s but we also have to remember that technically 
the 3 month area of supply we have mapped out has been put into play. With this in mind, many scenarios can play out at this time. Price will be and a range 
now between both monthly supply/demand zones until one of these gives way. 

 The key theme in play here is the monthly demand has been contacted and with higher timeframe up trends, the force of price will be to the upside. 

 

https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/magic-trader-portfolio/1-15-cadjpy-long-theme-trade
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/magic-trader-portfolio/cadjpy-long-theme-trade
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/magic-trader-portfolio/usdjpy-short-theme-trade
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/magic-trader-portfolio/audusd-short-theme-trade
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/magic-trader-portfolio/gold-wk-mn-supply-short-trade
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/magic-trader-portfolio/usdchf-theme-long-trade
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/main/comment/5cd42c8f51e7910016ad295f
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/magic-trader-portfolio/usdjpy-theme-long-trade
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/main/comment/5cd245ab03e01204300ef617
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/magic-trader-portfolio/xauusd-gold-theme-short
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/main/comment/5cd4314451e7910016ad2b33
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/magic-trader-portfolio/usdcad-long-theme-trade
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/main/comment/5cd43ad0b8deca00164f4f54


OIL: Institutional traders have a VERY STRONG BULLISH SENTIMENT. 
Force of Price 

FORCES Mn Price in a range Wk Top of Range / Weak moderate force is down 
Overview: Price consolidated on the weekly chart before rallying up higher and as it did this the institutions increased their long positions again from 612k to 
625k and left their short positions alone. Total positions are sitting in the 700k with 300k more to be added until max positions are reached. This rally and the 
addition of the long positions are in line with our expectations. We have mentioned that we have uncovered some strong evidence that over the longer period 
of time there will very likely be a strong rally. This strong and aggressive increase in long positions now is certainly something we’ve been expecting. 

   The key theme in play here is that higher timeframe demand is in play. Demand was created and price rallied up from the area only to retrace back down 
into it and it has been contacted on a longer timeframe we have the force of price being upwards. 

 
 
US DOLLAR: Institutional traders have a . NEUTRAL SENTIMENT
Interest Rate: 1.75% (last change – October 30, 2019) 
Force of Price 

FORCES Mn Moderate force is down  Wk   Trend down
Overview: Price rallied upwards off the weekly demand zone and as it did the institutions slightly increased longs and closed some shorts.  Last week we have 
contracts expiring so we couldn’t know for sure if they were used this time to reduce longs but we can see now that this is what they’ve done. Question now 
becomes are they reducing their longs in preparation for a move lower? We can see that the weekly demand zone has been removed now and we have updated 
the observation journal to the reflect situation. Sentiment is now neutral after being bullish for some time. The natural path price will follow now is downwards. 

   They key theme in play here is a 3 month up trend is in place and the ascending trend line was hit which has put the monthly chart into a range and 
therefore monthly forces will dictate price action for the time being. Monthly supply is in play so the force of price will be down. 

 

https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/main/comment/5e0cd8152f4774008b3a2d9b


AUDUSD: Institutional traders have a BEARISH SENIMENT. 
Interest Rate: 0.75% (last change – October 1, 2019) 
Force of Price 

FORCES Monthly Weak Temp force is up  Weekly Trend is Down /Weak Moderate force is down 

Overview: Price consolidated at the weekly trend line again and this time we can see that longs were brought back up closed to the previous positions held 
before contracts expired. Short are actually higher than previously at 85k. Total size is a bit more aggressive. The weekly trend line has been removed and we 
now have the weekly supply in play. With the current market dynamics, we are anticipating that there will be a push upwards towards the 73’s where we have 
the tested monthly supply sitting. Short term drop from supply can easily take place as well which will produce some trading opportuntites. 

   The main theme in play here is that we have a 3 month area of demand that is being tested deeper than the first test and institutions are taking profits on 
short positions so price will want to move upwards. 

 
 
USDCAD: Institutional traders have a NEUTRAL/BEARISH SENTIMENT. 
Interest Rate: 1.75% (last change – October 24, 2018) 
Force of Price 

FORCES Monthly Weak moderate force is up  Weekly  Possible down trend 

Overview: Price consolidated right at the ascending monthly trend line and as it did the institutions added more to their longs from 36k to 42k and then added 
to their shorts from 47k to 51k. We’ve since seen a nice drop take place and the weekly demand zone being penetrated. We haven’t yet considered it to be 
removed since the weekly candle has not closed yet but if we get proper structure in this candle then we ’ll validate the zones as being removed. As we’ve 
mentioned in previous reports, if this demand is considered removed, then we have opened the gates for a move much lower to take place. 

   The main theme in play here is that a 6 month supply zone is currently in play and so we can safely expect the higher timeframe forces will put pressure on 
price to the downside. 

  
 
 



USDCHF: Institutional traders have a  NEUTRAL SENTIMENT
Interest Rate: -0.750% (last change - January 15, 2015) 
Force of Price 

FORCES Monthly Consolidation / Moderate force is down Weekly  Weak moderate force is up 

Overview: Price consolidated after hitting the weekly demand zone and as this took place the institutions slightly reduced longs and increased their short again 
to 14k. Long positions are now above average, the sentiment is neutral and net positions are declining in bullishness. We have now seen that the weekly 
demand zone is being removed yet we have not had the weekly candle close yet so we cannot be completely sure of this until it has done so. If indeed it is taken 
out then we have room for price to drop to the monthly demand zone at 9530’s.  

   The main theme in play here is a 3 month ascending structure that is holding but we also have a 3 month supply in play as well. 

 
 
EURUSD: Institutional traders have a NEUTRAL SENTIMENT. 
Interest Rate: 0.00% (last change - March 10, 2016) 
Force of Price 

FORCES Monthly Moderate force is up  Weekly Trend is down \ Moderate force is down 

Overview: Price consolidated at the weekly trend line and as it did we can see that the institutions closed off some of their longs and added to their shorts. 
Sentiment remains neutral but net positions increased from -65k to -72k. We have analyzed the weekly chart and have determined that the weekly trend line 
that was secondary was in fact broken and a new weekly demand was created and was in play. This caused price to rally upwards through the weekly trend line 
and up into the weekly supply. We can safely expect a move lower from here since we’ve seen this take place many times in the past from this type of supply. 
Weekly candle hasn’t closed yet so we don’t know if the trend line will be broken yet or not. 

   On the larger time frames we have a downtrend and the trend line was hit causing the move lower and breaking the uptrend on the monthly which now 
has put price in a range. With monthly demand in play we are expecting upside pressure. 

 



GBPUSD: Institutional traders have a  BULLISH SENTIMENT.
Interest Rate: 0.75% (last change - August 2, 2018) 
Force of Price 

FORCES Monthly Weak Force is up  Weekly Trend is up / Temp force is down 

Overview: Price dropped from the weekly supply zone we had mapped out and as it did we can see the institutions increased their longs from 59k to 68k and at 
the same time reduced shorts from 65k to 59k. Longs continue to be above and shorts below their averages. Long exposure creeps up to 58% now as the 
sentiment begins to show signs of bullishness. We can also see the first strong sign of bullishness with net positions turning positive. Price eventually dropped 
right into our first weekly buying zone for an entry long but we are holding off for the daily supply to be removed. Price rallying off this weekly demand and 
heading upwards. Market dynamics suggest we’ll see a continued rally towards the monthly supply at 1.37’s.  

   The main theme in play here is profit taking from a very aggressive short position and this took place when demand was hit.  On the higher timeframes we 
have demand in play so the force is upwards. 

 
 
USDJPY: Institutional traders have a NEUTRAL SENTIMENT. 
Interest Rate: -0.10% (last change - January 29, 2016) 
Force of Price  

FORCES Monthly Trend down / Moderate force is down Weekly Weak Moderate force is down 

Overview: Price consolidated at the weekly trend line and as it did the institutions closed off some longs from 85k to 74k and also some of their shorts. Longs are 
sitting well above their average size right now but the monthly descending trend line still holds price down. We’ve since seen a move lower from this trend line 
with the #usd weakness but this move down is not as fluid as what we’ve seen on the other dollar pairs. There is a strong upward force here in play and this is 
what’s causing this hesitation. Right now we also have long positions above their average and shorts below. 

   We have a six month demand that has been holding and we could very well see a lot more highs to come. Force of price is upwards. 

 



NZDUSD: Institutional traders have a BEARISH SENTIMENT. NEUTRAL/
Interest Rate: 1.00% (last change – August 7, 2019) 
Force of Price 

FORCES Monthly Moderate force is down  Weekly Weak moderate force is down  

Overview: Price consolidated at the weekly trend line again and this time we see longs increasing from 16k to 18k which puts long positions well above their 
average size. Net positions are not nearly as bearish with numbers dropping from -25k to now -7k. They used contract expirations to facilitate this massive shift 
and we can see that it was in preparation for the move upwards we are seeing now. New weekly demand has been formed as well as monthly demand which the 
charts below don’t have mapped out just yet but they could be used for a larger move upwards this year. 

   The key theme in play right now is institutions profit taking on shorts propelling a move higher from monthly demand. On the higher timeframes, the 
momentum downwards has run out of steam and we could see a move upwards to retrace to supply higher up. Momentum shifting upwards. 

 
 
  
 

 

Currency Interest Rate 

Dollar (USD) 1.75% 

Swiss Franc (CHF) -0.75% 

Canadian Loonie (CAD) 1.75% 

Aussie (AUD) 0.75% 

Euro (EUR) 0.00% 

Pound (GBP) 0.75% 

Yen (JPY) -0.10% 

Kiwi (NZD) 1.00% 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

https://www.whiteoakfx.com/student-portal

